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T H E  U R B A N  P O L I C Y 
I N S T R U M E N T  F R A M E W O R K

City authorities are able  to steer the dominant system 
toward new orientations—such as a circular economy—
through policy. With the different instruments at their 
disposal, they are able to incentivise businesses, citizens 
and other governments to adopt certain actions. In the 
pursuit of a more circular economy, particular policy 
instruments hold a pivotal role to support the adoption 
of circular strategies. They can also be instrumental in 
ensuring economic, societal and environmental value 
during the transition.

USING P OLICY TO STEER CIT IES 

TOWARD A CIRCUL AR ECONOMY

However, due to the diversity of available tools and 
instruments—that may also vary within different 
governmental contexts—it can be difficult for municipal 
policymakers to understand which specific and available 
policy instruments can support circularity. Therefore, it is 
important to identify and categorise a clear framework of 
available policy instruments for a more circular economy 
to support policy- and decision-making.
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The framework consists of three tiers: 

Tier one indicates the key function that policy can play.

Tier two presents key policy directions.

Tier three presents a specific urban policy instrument.

Each Tier three policy is also linked to a relevant case 
example to further illustrate its application.

WHAT IS  IT ?

v2. Urban Policy Instrument

A policy instrument intervenes in an economy and society, 
with the intention of changing how the system operates. 
Based on the influence of policy instruments in cities, this 
framework is arranged into five main categories:

Urban themes:

• Mobilise
The theme sets the direction of and builds momentum 
towards long-term change, while also determining how 
this direction is determined and governed.

• Educate
The theme increases the overall levels of awareness and 
builds the necessary skills and knowledge around the 
circular economy to foster long-term change.

• Manage
The theme influences the use and function of physical 
and material elements within the urban environment.

• Incentivise
The theme sends market signals and support to 
businesses, citizens and governments to promote certain 
activities.

• Regulate
The theme changes the rules of the systems to achieve 
compliance through enforcement.
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Convene Towards 
Action

Govern the 
Transition

Visions and 
Ambitions

   Roadmaps and strategies and targets

   Metrics and indicators to measure progress

   Institutional design to enable circularity

   Participatory governance mechanisms

   Cross-departmental collaboration and engagement

   Advocate for circular change

   Voluntary agreements around circular ambitions

   Crowdsourcing and challenge mechanisms

   Matchmaking platforms
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All Tier three urban policy instruments are links to an 
external website.

https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3440/brussels-regional-program-circular-economy-2016-2020-brpce
https://assets.amsterdam.nl/publish/pages/867635/amsterdam_circular_monitor.pdf
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/policy-instruments/soft-instruments/governance/institutional-design
https://sustainablecities.eu/transformative-actions-database/?c=search&action_id=70ogfkyt
https://www.kateraworth.com/2020/04/08/amsterdam-city-doughnut/
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3394/lobby-local-case
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3537/foodsave-scheme
https://www.circle-economy.com/news/glasgow-leads-the-circular-events-challenge
http://sharehub.kr/sharecityseoul/howitworks.do
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E Education and 
Curriculum

Communication and 
Awareness

Knowledge 
Management

Research and 
Development

   Information campaigns

   Awareness raising events

   Circular Economy in school programmes

   Encourage workplace training

   Extra-curricular education

   Data, knowledge & information sharing

   Increase standardised data collection

   Conduct research

   Implement innovation programmes

Public 
Procurement

Frameworks

Legislation

Asset 
Management

Spatial 
Planning

Direct Financial 
Support

Regulation

Infrastructure

Fiscal 
Frameworks

   Living labs

   Compact city development

   Site planning for circular material use

   Develop circular criteria for public procurement of assets

   Innovation-oriented public procurement

   Develop infrastructure to support resource cycling

   Develop regenerative infrastructure

   Develop infrastructure to support sustainable lifestyles

   Circular use of public-owned assets: land, buildings, equipment)

   Maintenance to extend useful life

   Grant funding

   Debt financing

   Incubator and investment programmes

   Public-private partnerships

   Public-civil partnerships

   Charges and tariffs

   Fines

   Tax breaks

   Subsidies

   Monitoring & enforcement

   Environmental assessment & permits

   Bans

   Review and update regulation

   Other legislation
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The relevance of different (groups of) policy instruments will vary for cities based on how far they are 
in their circular transition. Further, the national political and administrative contexts of a country will 
influence the level of autonomy municipal governments may have in deploying policy instruments. 
Therefore, it is important for each municipal government to understand which policy instruments are 
most suited to their local context.
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https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3652/waste-awareness-educational-campaigns
https://www.circulareconomyclub.com/events/circular-city-week-new-york-2020/
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3527/environmental-education-schools
https://www.noord-holland.nl/English/Province_of_Noord_Holland/GO_NH#Topics
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/4141/computer-reconditioning-centre-combining-resource-recovery-skills-training-and-digital-inclusion
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3496/open-glasgow
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3692/cercle-indicateurs
https://www.circle-economy.com/resources/circular-jobs-skills-in-the-amsterdam-metropolitan-area
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3386/circular-innovation-programme
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/1051/renovating-old-houseboats-offices
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/feb/07/paris-mayor-unveils-15-minute-city-plan-in-re-election-campaign
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/4142/city-hall-cradle-cradle-venlo
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/Austin_-Case-Study_Mar19.pdf
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3438/brummen-town-hall
https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/assets/downloads/Austin_-Case-Study_Mar19.pdf
https://circle-lab.com/node/4152
https://use.metropolis.org/case-studies/the-sharing-city-seoul-project
https://www.winnipeg.ca/infrastructure/asset-management-program/city-asset-management-plan.stm
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_IU_StrategicInfrastructureSteps_Report_2014.pdf
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3401/sustainability-project-funding
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3538/greening-business-improvement-districts
https://www.livingcircular.veolia.com/en/city/circular-economy-incubator-paris
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3700/circular-road-reconstruction-ede-grisjoord-junction
https://labgov.city/theurbanmedialab/bologna-regulation-on-public-collaboration/
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3479/payt-waste-collection
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/10/barcelona-fines-banks-60000-for-empty-homes
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3582/electric-vehicles-incentives-programme
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3691/subsidies-installing-renewable-energy-sources
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3621/measuring-progress-circular-economy
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/3690/strategic-environmental-impact-assessment
https://abc7ny.com/society/new-york-city-styrofoam-ban-set-to-take-effect-jan-1/3599662/
https://www.greenbuildinglawupdate.com/2013/11/articles/codes-and-regulations/local-government/the-most-green-building-friendly-zoning-code-in-the-nation-baltimore/
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/policy-instruments/regulatory-and-legislative-instruments/legislation/other-legislation
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HOW WAS IT  DEVELOPED?

The framework has been developed based on both 
academic literature and case studies. In the first 
iteration, the Toolkit for Policy Makers from the Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation (EMF) served as a basis. Using this 
foundation, the Circle Economy team collected over 400 
case studies of governments across the globe supporting 
the circular economy and attributed these to the policy 
instruments put forward in the toolkit.

The framework was then enriched with policy instruments 
from academic and other literature through an extensive 
literature review. Next to the circular economy, this 
framework research also focused on the neighbouring 
fields of eco-innovation, green growth and sustainable 
development policy. Subsequently, the framework was 
reviewed by both experts and practitioners within the 
circular economy sector.

In a second iteration, the framework was enhanced to 
include the management of urban infrastructure, the 
mobilisation of relevant stakeholder groups to support 
and guide the transition and more detailed knowledge 
management strategies. The more action-oriented 
categorisation of EMF’s Urban Policy Levers framework 
served as a guiding basis upon which to restructure 
the framework, as well as supporting literature and the 
Circle Economy team’s practical experience working with 
municipal stakeholders. The output of this second iteration 
is a policy framework that is more action-orientated to 
support policy and decision-making.

WHO IS  IT  FOR?
The framework is designed for municipal policymakers 
and advisors that are working to implement the 
circular economy. It is geared towards an audience that 
understands the opportunities that a circular economy 
can deliver, and wishes to identify the practical tools 
and instruments that are at their disposal to support the 
transition within their city.

HOW CAN THE FRAMEWORK BE 
USED IN PRACTICE?

Most recently, the City of Amsterdam used this framework 
in their Circular Economy Strategy 2020-2025 as a 
foundation to identify priority actions. The framework can 
also serve as a unified foundation for further research into 
the impact of certain circular economy policies across a 
variety of outcomes, such as foreign direct investment.

The framework will also be integrated within Circle 
Economy’s Circle City Scan Tool to help drive the adoption 
of circular policy instruments in cities around the world. 
Circle Economy’s Knowledge Hub also hosts examples 
of policy instruments in practice, using version one of the 
Urban Policy Instruments Framework. It will be updated to 
reflect the updated framework.

WE’RE LOOKING TO TALK 
TO URBAN CHANGEMAKERS 
ABOUT THIS  FR AMEWORK .

Contact us here:

hello@circle-lab.com
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https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/all-content?f%5B0%5D=policy_instruments%3A309&f%5B1%5D=policy_instruments%3A313&f%5B2%5D=policy_instruments%3A314
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/all-content?f%5B0%5D=policy_instruments%3A309&f%5B1%5D=policy_instruments%3A313&f%5B2%5D=policy_instruments%3A314
https://cities.circle-lab.com/
https://circle-lab.com/knowledge-hub/policy-instruments
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undesirable end-of-life management. Further research and 
analysis to identify common policy mixes in relation to the 
circular economy can provide an important foundation for 
policymakers to support circular economy adoption. 
Finally, the current understanding of how municipal 
governments can intervene in a system to make it more 
sustainable orientation is continually evolving. As new and 
novel ideas and types of policy instruments are developed, 
such as fields of behavioural economics and ‘nudging’, it 
is interesting to see how the circular economy, and this 
framework, can evolve to incorporate such ideas and 
instruments to foster sustainable change.

DISCUSSION
The framework recognises the diversity of measures that 
municipal governments can employ and the many ways to 
influence the circular transition. The measures, however, 
differ in relevance for different municipal governments, 
according to their mandate. So, it is important for further 
research to identify how relevant particular instruments 
may be to the common needs of municipal governments 
across geographical contexts, to different levels of 
government (national and international), as well as different 
‘maturity’ levels of the circular economy transition. With 
such research, more targeted frameworks may be created 
that are tailored to a given level of government, mandate or 
stage of transition.

What is more, designing and implementing effective 
policy to support the transition towards circularity 
requires coordination and alignment with a variety of 
stakeholders, such as businesses, civil society, as well as 
other departments and levels of government. To further 
support the adoption of circular policy, it is interesting to 
explore which stakeholders and investments are commonly 
associated with a particular policy instrument.

Different policy instruments have a range of outcomes and 
impacts on particular systems or stakeholders, with some 
better suited to achieving particular outcomes than others. 
An important avenue for further research building on 
this framework is to study the efficacy of particular policy 
instruments on certain intended outcomes. Research in 
this vein has already begun to be carried out in relation to 
the effectiveness of certain instruments on foreign direct 
investment. Additional research to assess the influence of 
certain policy instruments on given outcomes could also be 
centred around, for example, per capita recycling and raw 
material consumption rates, and eco-innovation patents, 
among others.

Furthermore, government’s policy interventions often 
consist of multiple instruments, resulting in a policy mix. 
Policy mixes leverage the interaction between policy 
instruments in order to achieve desired outcomes in a more 
efficient and effective way. For example, Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR) schemes are often implemented by 
means of product take-back requirements in combination 
with fiscal instruments such as penalties and charges. As 
such, EPR schemes enable environmentally sound end-of-
life management, while negatively affecting the price of 

DISCLAIMER

We are striving to continually update our 
frameworks to ensure they remain relevant 
and are best suited to facilitate action. To 
this end, we welcome suggestions and 
comments on this framework from our 
Knowledge Community.
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